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The tremendous computing capabilities of the modern nanometer-scale Integrated Circuit (IC) have fueled the “silicon” age revolution. However, the complexity of IC design changed the landscape of the globalized electronics supply-chain into horizontal business model. Unfortunately, due to the involvement of multiple parties, IC supply-chain has led to several exploits including IC subversion. Hence, it is important to integrate security mechanisms inexpensively and efficiently during the early stage of IC design. We will present two defense-via-synthesis techniques and an analytical framework to improve hardware security assuming the potential capabilities of an attacker. First, we will discuss Register Transfer Level (RTL) obfuscation mechanism during behavioral synthesis. We embed multiplexers on non-critical paths for obfuscated RTL design followed by design lockout and camouflaging. This technique hardens the RTL IP against Reverse Engineering to a great extent. Second, we present an analytical estimation framework to localize Hardware Trojan (HT) in RTL design. We characterize arithmetic module architectures and propagate them during technology mapping to identify suitable modules of least rare triggering and better design parameters. Third, we design monitor to capture original RTL controller behavior and prevent code-injection and code-reuse attacks via Control-Flow Integrity (CFI).
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